SPECIFICATION

2 MANUAL AND PEDAL PIPE ORGAN

Originally Designed for
Salt & Light Church
Seoul, Korea
TO BE HOUSED AT WICKS ORGAN COMPANY

Manual Compass CC to C4  61 Notes
Pedal  Compass CCC to G  32 Notes

Console: Drawknobs in Side Jambs.  Built to AGO Specifications
Custom Keys
Display Front:  W 4.8767m x D 1.930m x H 3.692m of Casework
Included Expression Enclosure for Swell
PREPARATION OF ORGAN SPACE by Purchaser

GREAT

8'  Open Diapason
8'  Stopped Flute
8'  Viola
4'  Octave
2 2/3' Twelfth
2'  Fifteenth
III Mixture
8'  Trumpet
Chime
MIDI

SWELL

8'  Stopped Flute
8'  Viola
8'  Viola Celeste TC
4'  Violina
4'  Night Horn
2 2/3' Nazard
2'  Fifteenth
2'  Flute
8'  Trumpet
4'  Clarion
MIDI

MIDI A
MIDI B
MIDI C
MIDI D
Salt & Light Church  
Seoul, Korea

PEDAL

16'  Bourdon
16'  Subbass (Dual valves)
8'   Diapason
8'   Viola
8'   Stopped Flute
4'   Choral Bass
4'   Flute
16'  Double Trumpet
8'   Trumpet
4'   Trumpet Clarion
      MIDI

RESOURCES

3'   Open Diapason  85 Pipes
16'  Stopped Flute  97 Pipes
8'   Viola          85 Pipes
8'   Viola Celeste TC 49 Pipes
4'   Harmonic Flute 73 Pipes
2 2/3' Twelfth      61 Pipes
16'  Trumpet       85 Pipes
      Chime         21 notes
      Cymbelstern
      Tremolo

COUPLERS

Great to Pedal  Swell to Pedal
Swell to Great  MIDI on Great
      MIDI on Swell
COMBINATION PISTONS

The Preferred Solid State Combination System
Adjustable at the Keyboard and visibly affecting stops

6 GENERAL PISTONS affecting the entire organ
Duplicated by Toe Stud
4 THUMB PISTONS affecting the GREAT
4 THUMB PISTONS affecting the SWELL
4 TOE STUDS affecting the PEDAL
1 THUMB PISTON REVERSIBLE for GREAT TO PEDAL
duplicated by TOE STUD
1 THUMB PISTON REVERSIBLE for SWELL TO PEDAL
duplicated by TOE STUD
1 THUMB PISTON REVERSIBLE for MIDI ON GREAT
1 THUMB PISTON REVERSIBLE for MIDI ON SWELL
1 THUMB PISTON REVERSIBLE for FULL ORGAN
duplicated by TOE STUD
GENERAL CANCEL.
128 MEMORY LEVEL
Setter Piston

ACCESSORIES

Balanced Swell Expression Pedal
Crescendo Pedal
Crescendo Indicator Light
Console Roll-Top and Lock
Wind Indicator Light
Music Rack Light
Pedal Light
Adjustable Bench
Full Organ Indicator Light
Locking Motor Switch
Drawknobs of Hardwood
Blower and Enclosure
Rectifier
Choice of Console Finish
Wicks Exclusive Optical Keying System
Solid State Relay System with Control Panel
MIDI In-Through-Cut Interfaces and Connectors
12-Position Transposer: 5 Sharp; 6 Flat; Normal
Manual Keyboards have Ivory Resin Naturals and real Ebony
Wood Sharps
Roland Sound Module for MIDI Voices includes Sub Basic Audio System
Velocity Sensitive Keying
Zinc Facade Pipes are polished
Piston Sequencer Thumb and Toe
MIDI Sustain - Toe
RD-70 MIDI Sequencer (Automatic playing system)
25 feet of main cable from Console to Organ
Additional Main Cable Available at extra cost